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Pop Quiz – 2
nd

 Grade Unit 5 (Monologue) 

Name: ____________________________________________ Group: _____ No. ___     
 

Circle the correct answer. 

1. A monologue is an extended ______  by one person. 

a) voice   b) game   c) speech  

2. A monologue is used to ______ thought and ideas. 

a) deny   b) buy   c) express 

3. A ______ monologue is used in poetry and it has theatrical qualities. 

a) dramatic  b) comedic  c) interior  

4. It shows the character’s internal thoughts and feelings. 

a) comedic  b) interior  c) dramatic 

5. A ______ monologue is used to recalls stories in a funny way.  

               a) narrative  b) comedic  c) dramatic  

6. “Oh lord! She’s the one! I love her! I’m so happy” is _____ monologue.  

a) an interior  b) a comedic  c) a dramatic 

7. “When I saw her… I scream… went to put the fire out… I panicked” is  

a) an interior  b) a comedic  c) a dramatic 

8. _____ is a type of a nonverbal communication in which physical behaviors 

are used to express or convey the thoughts and internal ideas. 

a) body language  b) outer monologue c) formal letter 

9.  “To be honest, I don’t love you. I can’t continue doing it” Which is the topic? 

a) relationships  b) hobbies  c) parents 

10. Which one is an emotion? 

a) loud   b) joy   c) cold 
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